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Like GPS, TMs keep you headed in
the right direction. They are the
maps to your equipment, guiding you
through the proper steps to get
to your final destination: equipment
that works right when you need it.
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CoMBAT VEHICLES
Gunnery Tables

and

M119-Series
Towed Howitzers…

Maintenance

MAN! This is
gonna take
a while!

Cheer up! There’s a
new tool that makes
cleaning my cannon a
whole lot easier!

dasHing through the
snow, in a 69-tOn rig…

C

rewmen, cleaning those 105mm cannon tubes after a fire mission isn’t the funnest
way to spend your day. It takes time and a lot of very hard work.
Good news! A new cleaning kit makes that difficult but necessary chore easier
and faster.
The new bore cleaning kit, NSN 1015-01-626-1316 is an air-powered tool that
can be used by just one Soldier. Apply some CLP and the gun tube can be cleaned in
minutes from either the muzzle or breech end.
Here are replacement brushes
for the cleaning kit:

Our gifts arone :

information
,
M119 bore cleaning s
nk
Bradley PM, M1 ta lts,
bo
that are shy a few
and other M1s with
s.
replenisher problem

PS 745

NSN 1015-

Nylon oiling brush
Nylon squeegee brush
Steel cleaning brush

01-626-0916
01-626-0937
01-626-1300

Note that the kit is scheduled
to be added to the Additional
Authorization List (AAL) at
the next TM update.
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New cleaning kit can be operated by one Soldier
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M2/M3-Series Bradley…
But remember:
More is not
better when it
comes to lube.
Too much lube
attracts sand,
which leads to
jamming and
a very dirty
weapon.

there ya go.
Your PM is done!
great! now
I’m ready for
anything!

A light coat of GMD
is all that’s needed
on the outside of the
breech and locking
lugs.
Do not lube the face
of the bolt—that
causes malfunctions!

Assembly, Disassembly

Keep Big Gun Ready
With a Little PM
Your Bradley’s M242
machine gun makes a
lot of noise when it’s
firing, but a lack of
PMCS can silence it in
a hurry.

Here are some
tips to take care
of the M242 so
it’s ready to take
care of you when
the time comes.

Cleaning and Lubing

Solvent can make cleaning off carbon easier, especially on the bolt. Just don’t dunk
the bolt in a solvent tank. Too much solvent ruins the bolt’s track assembly gears,
which means a trip to support. If you do use a solvent, use a rag and brush.
But once you’re through
cleaning, you gotta lube the
M242. GMD isn’t pleasant to
If you
work with, but your M242 will
use solvent,
corrode if you don’t use it. The
clean with
barrel is especially prone to rust
a rag and
and needs a light coat of GMD
brush,
not a
inside the locking lugs and barrel
solvent
support bearings. Use CLP on the
tank
rest of the barrel.

PS 745
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Pull the lower straight drive shaft down
only when you’re installing or taking off the
feeder. And then put the drive shaft back up
ASAP. If you leave the shaft down, it can
easily get bent.
When you install the feeder, make sure it’s
correctly installed on the receiver before you
push up the lower straight drive shaft. If the
Pull drive shaft handle down only
shaft doesn’t want to go up, the feeder isn’t
when
installing or removing feeder
positioned right. Reposition it and try again.
Once the drive shaft
handle is locked in
place, the feeder handle
should lock in the down
position easily. If it
doesn’t, your repairman
needs to check it out.
If you try to force the
feeder handle down,
you could damage the
14-pin connector.
If you set the gun at
30 degrees, that makes
Reposition feeder and try again
it easier to maneuver
if drive shaft handle doesn’t want to go up
the feeder on and off.
When you remove the feeder,
make sure its handle is in the down
position before you lay the feeder
on the ground. That protects the
feeder’s 14-pin connector, which is
easily damaged.
Put feeder handle
down before putting
feeder on ground

Click here for a copy of this article to save or email.
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Make sure the barrel is
actually locked in. Many a
gunner has watched in dismay
as their M242’s barrel goes
flying off because they didn’t
lock it in. Check that LOCKED
is on top of the barrel, then
move the barrel back and forth
to make sure it’s locked in. If it
turns, tell your repairman.
Feel the muzzle brake for
looseness, too. If it turns
more than 1/4 inch, tell your
repairman. Vibration can cause
it to work loose and then it flies
off during firing.

PMCS

M1-Series Tanks…

Make sure LOCKED is
on top and then feel
barrel for looseness

Feel muzzle brake
for looseness, too

Override Safety
if you have to operate
the Bradley in override,
make very sure the driver’s
hatch is down before you
traverse the turret.
if you forget, the M242
slams into the hatch, which
can damage the muzzle
brake and throw off the
M242’s zero.

Manual Safety

Remember, turn the manual safety forward to fire and back for safe. If you force the
safety the wrong way, it can be damaged. That allows the gun to be fired on SAFE.

AP/HE Stops
if you can’t get
the AP/HE stops
to move, don’t
try forcing them
with something
like a hammer.
That just
breaks the stop
shafts. Let
your repairman
handle it.

PS 745
745 06-07.indd 1-2

And don’t
forget
to pay
attention
to the TM’s
warnings,
cautions
and notes.

The
Shot
Heard
’Round
the
Turret

watch
Out! Duck!

comin’
tHroUgh!

Dear Editor,
Our brigade has found a lot of bolts, NSN 5305-01-336-8241, missing
from the breech crank assembly on M1-series tanks. Either the crews have
been removing the bolts, which they’re not supposed to do, or the bolts are
coming loose and falling out on their own.
Either way, the bolt; spring, NSN 536012-189-0284; and nut, NSN 5310-01336-3521, on the breech crank assembly end
up missing. When that happens, the closing
piston comes apart and shoots across the
turret, especially during firing. That’s a good
way to hurt someone.
Crews should check the breech crank
assembly and report any bolts that are loose
or missing to their mechanic. He’ll apply sealing
compound, NSN 8030-01-025-1692, to
the bolt’s threads like it says in WP 0813 of
TM 9-2350-388-23-2-4 (Jan 09, w/Ch 1,
Oct 11) and WP 1359 of TM 9-2350-26423-2-6 (Jul 11, w/Ch 2, May 13). That’ll keep
those pins tight and our tank crews safe.
Dennis Dudley
TACOM LAR
Ft Hood, TX

Apply sealing compound to threads
of breech crank assembly bolt

Editor’s note: That’s good info that all tank crews need to know, Dennis.
Mechanics, make sure you use the safety clip, NSN 5340-01-205-9963, to keep the
piston in place while adding sealing compound to the breech crank assembly bolt.
See WP 0774 in TM 9-2350-388-23-2-4 and WP 1342 in TM 9-2350-264-23-2-6
for more information.

PS 745
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M1-Series Tanks…

not until
you’ve bled my
replenisher. I’ve
got a bad case
of {uRrP!} air
in the system.

you ready
for Our fire
mission?

c rewmen, your M1’s main gun could recoil uncontrollably the next time it’s fired if

the recoil system has too little fluid or too much air. When either happens, the cannon
can shear its retaining bolts and slam into the ammo compartment—definitely not
something you want happening to you or anyone else in the turret!
So if your tank’s replenisher has been drained for maintenance, or if you’re
preparing for a firing exercise, here’s what you need to do:

Replenisher Level

1. Park the tank on level ground and raise the gun tube to max elevation.
2. Make sure you’re wearing long sleeves (rolled down), rubber gloves, goggles and a
faceshield. FRH contains a chemical that can cause paralysis if it’s taken orally. FRH can
also be absorbed through the skin, so wash thoroughly with soap and water if you get
any on you.
3. Disconnect the hose from the plug on the top right side of the replenisher reservoir.
4. Uncoil the hose by sliding it out of the
six retaining clips around the outside
of the replenisher.
5. Extend the hose through the loader’s
hatch.
6. Put the small BII funnel, NSN 724000-404-9793, in the hose and slowly
add FRH, NSN 9150-00-111-6256, until
the fluid level reaches the MIN LEVEL
mark on the replenisher.
7. Remove the funnel, slide the hose back through the retaining clips and reattach it to
the plug on top of the replenisher.

Bleed Recoil System

Checking the FRH level in the replenisher isn’t all you need to do, though. If
there’s air in the system, the replenisher could give you a false reading. The level
may look good when it’s actually low.
Bleed the system prior to firing exercises and every time the system is drained and
refilled. Here’s how:
1. Make sure you’re wearing long
sleeves, gloves, goggles and a face
shield for protection.
2. Elevate the main gun to maximum
elevation with the hydraulic pump
handle and check the replenisher
to make sure it’s full.
3. With turret power off and the
system hydraulic pressure reduced
to zero, manually depress the gun
tube just below level.
4. Loosen, but don’t remove, the
bleed plug below the gun mount
ID plate.

5. Allow all the air to escape until you
see FRH starting to ooze from around
the bleed plug.
6. Retighten the bleed plug. Wipe off
any FRH with a rag and dispose of it
properly.
7. Recheck the replenisher reservoir.
Add FRH if needed.

Now we’re
talking! I
could do this
all day!

If the fluid level in the replenisher keeps moving down over time, report it. You
could have a Class III leak.

PS 745
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tactical vehicles

FMTV…

Blinded by the
CTIS Light?

wHat th—?!
That LighT! it’s

BLindiNG!!

here’s when we pine
for the sunshine of
a friendly face…
…and some
homemade
pumpkin pie!

Drivers, is the CTIS light on the dash of your LTAS FMTV lit? Is it driving you batty?

Then you need to eyeball the CTIS switch bypass cable (plug 31). It’s inside the cab
under the instrument panel. This cable should be unplugged only when the vehicle is
operating in cold temperatures and has an arctic heater kit installed.
Most of these LTAS vehicles
were fielded without the arctic
Bypass cable
heater but with the cable
unplugged? CTIS
unplugged. That means the CTIS
light will be on
is off.
It’s not a big deal as long as
you’re willing to manually check
the tire pressure for whatever
terrain and speed you’re
operating at. But it does mean
that CTIS light is gonna glow!
So just plug the cable back
in place to power up the CTIS
system and out goes the light!

TV

Read atsboaus tbFM
right as

CTIS ligh s tree, PLS
a Christma ace kits,
rf
trailer inte ag armor
Fr
V
W
M
HM
PLS speed
and OGPKs, TT tanker
M
sensors, HE ntrols and
manual co s training!
r’
MRAP drive
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M1076 PLS Trailer…

An About Face on Interface Kit

Dear Half-Mast,
I’m confused about some of the information in the BII of TM 9-2330385-10 (Apr 09) for the M1076 PLS trailer.
Item 12 in WP 0049-6 is the trailer interface kit, NSN 2590-01-5077132. But the drawing only shows the left- and right-hand vehicle loading
ramps. Both of these loading ramps are also shown as Items 13 and 14 in
WP 0049-7.
If you click the Characteristics tab for the kit in FED LOG, it shows the
part numbers for 11 different items totaling 16 pieces, none of which crosses
to an NSN.
So if you order the trailer interface kit, you should get more than just the
two loading ramps. Right?
								
Mr. M.C.K.

Dear Sir,
I can understand your
confusion.
When you order the
trailer interface kit, you’ll
get the left- and right-hand
loading ramps. In addition,
you’ll receive a left-hand
double angle bracket, NSN
5340-01-527-0985, and a
right-hand double angle
bracket, NSN 5340-01-5270986. Both mount to the
side of the stowage box.
Trailer interface kit, NSN 2590-01-507-7132, has four major components

PS 745

12

why
so Glum,
Chum?

I’m really confused
about what’s in this trailer
interface kit of yours!

Trailer interface kit
is located on outside
of stowage box

The list of components you see on FED LOG is actually the components that
are used to make up the two brackets. TACOM is working with DLA to get the
Characteristics data cleared up in FED LOG.
Another potentially confusing issue is exactly how many left- and right-hand
loading ramps are needed per trailer. The trailer interface kit has one of each.
Item 13 indicates a separate quantity of one right-hand ramp. And Item 14 gives
an additional quantity of two for the left-hand ramp.
Add it all up and you have a total of two right-hand loading ramps and three
left-hand loading ramps required as BII. But that’s the wrong answer.
The right answer is that you only need the trailer interface kit (Item 12).
Items 13 and 14 will stay in the TM, but only to provide the
NSNs in case a replacement ramp is needed. Note that the
quantity for Item 14 will be changed to 1.
The drawing for the trailer interface kit will be
changed to show all four of its components.
The description will be updated to say the
kit is located on the side rather than
inside the stowage box.
I hope that
clears up the
confusion!
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HMMWV…

Need Frag Armor or OGPK Parts?

if your HMMWV’s Frag aRmor
or objective gunner protection
kit (OGPK) needs repair parts,
download TM 9-2540-239-13&P
from the ETM website:

M978A4 HEMTT
Tanker…
I don’t get it.
why won’t the
manual control
for your V1
emergency
valve worK?

right! The TM has operator
instructions, maintenance info
and repair parts for the frag
armor used on the M1114, M1151A1/
A2, M1165A1 and M1167 vehicles…

Don’t Get Bent Up
Over Bracket
check
underneath
me and you’ll
understand.

https://www.logsa.army.mil/etms
…as well
as the OGPK
used on
the M1114 or
M115A1.

H

M1074, M1075 PLS…

Got a Need for Speed Sensor ?
I need a different
speed sensor now
that my transmission
has been upgraded.

The support
bracket for my
manual control
cable is Bent!

and
here’s
how to
get it!

aving trouble pulling the manual control (MC) on your M978A4 HEMTT tanker’s
V1 emergency valve, operators? Then get down on your hands and knees and take a
close look at the MC cable’s support bracket.
If the support bracket is bent, it’s likely because the cable isn’t properly adjusted.
As the bracket bends, the cable binds even more. Pretty soon, you’ve got a cable
that’s damaged and an MC that won’t pull at all.
If you find a bent support bracket, tell your mechanic. He’ll replace the bracket,
NSN 5340-01-618-5711, and readjust the cable to prevent future problems.
Bent bracket will make MC cable bend

Get bracket replaced
and cable readjusted

Front of truck

W

hen the M1074 and M1075 PLS trucks switched over to the new Allison 4500SP
transmission, the vehicle’s speed sensor had to be updated to handle a 24V system.
But when you check out Item 2 in Fig 1 of TM 9-2320-364-14&P in IETM EM 0206 (Apr
09), you’ll notice there isn’t an NSN listed. And PN 1857380U doesn’t cross to an NSN.
Until an NSN is available, order the speed sensor directly from Oshkosh. Call 1-800-3929921 or email: partssales@defense.oshkoshcorp.com

PS 745
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MRAP…

No Easy Driver
let’s
roll!

uhhh…
have you
ever driven
an mrap?

there’s a huge difference
between driving your pov
and driving an mrap!

nope!
but how
hard can
it be?

you’ve
got four
wheels and
a steering
wheel, just
like my pov.
I’ve got it
down!

do yourself, your unit and
other drivers a favor by
getting the right training
before you hit the road!

What’s
tough in
theater
but can
also be
tough to
drive?

if you
guessed
MRAPs,
you’re

right!

More MRAPs are showing up at units and installations as equipment returns from
theater. They need to be safely integrated into the motor pool. Sounds like a simple task,
but oversized armored vehicles like MRAPs pose unique driving challenges.
Fact is, drivers need special training to handle MRAPs. These rigs take longer to stop
and have slower acceleration than unarmored vehicles. Drivers must adjust for different
payloads and lane change reaction times. They must get the feel of driving a vehicle with
a higher center of gravity and restricted fields of view.
Unit leaders, take a hard look at your unit-level drivers’ training programs. Make sure
your Soldiers are trained to operate MRAPs safely on public roads, on-and-off post.
Master driver trainers (MDTs) should be fully engaged in daily training and overseeing
MRAP movement, planning and use. For units without resident MDTs, the US Army
Transportation School offers an MDT course (ASI M9). Request training through the ATRRS
course catalog under School Code 551L. We gave all the details on Page 57 of PS 730:
https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/archives/PS2013/730/730-57.pdf

Recommended Publications

• AR 600-55, The Army Driver and Operator Standardization Program (Selection, Training,
Testing, and Licensing). This reg sets standards, policies and procedures for selection,
training, testing and licensing of Army wheeled vehicle operators. Download at:
http://www.apd.army.mil/pdffiles/r600_55.pdf

Hmm…

• TC 7-31, MRAP Family of Vehicles. Chapter 3 covers driver selection, training and
supervision. Use as a reference for developing and improving your unit’s drivers’
training program. Click the URL link to 7-31 (requires CAC) and you’ll be forwarded to
AKO for a secure download: http://armypubs.army.mil/doctrine/TC_1.html
• MRAP Handbook 11-11. Covers the MRAP family of vehicles, including capabilities and
limitations. This website is restricted and requires CAC and registration to download:
https://call2.army.mil/toc.aspx?document=6618&tag=141

Additional Resources

you’re
right,
bonnie!
I will!

PS 745
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• Common Driver Trainer (CDT) MRAP Variant. The CDT is a driver/trainer simulator that
offers initial and sustainment driver training. Look for the CDT at training institutions
and operational installations. Simulators can be part of an effective drivers’ training
program.
The US Army Transportation School’s Army Driver Standardization Office (ADSO) can
help units develop safe and effective drivers’ training programs. For more info, contact
Jeffrey Skinner, DSN 539-1955, (804) 765-1955, or email: jeffrey.e.skinner4.civ@mail.mil
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Construction
thumpity thump thump,
thumpity thump thump,
look at Frosty go!
thumpity thump thump,
thumpity thump thump,
into my scOop of snow!

Whenattechmpsfor
drop, w
ms in
these proble ors,
ct
pa
m
co
815F
HYEXs, and
RTCHs.

815F Compactor…
when you’re checking my
oil, remember this when it
comes to my engine…

…Hot
or Cold
Makes a
Difference!
operators, when
you’re checking the
815F compactor’s
engine oil level,
make sure you
read the right side
of the dipstick.

Oil expands when it
heats up, so readings
will change. That’s why
it’s recommended that
you check the oil level
before you start the
engine, while the oil is
still cold. Make sure
the oil level is above
the ADD mark on the
ENGiNE STOPPED side
of the dipstick.

check the engine
stoPped side of
the dipstick when
the Engine iS CoOl.

if you need to check
the oil while the engine
is running, the level
should be between the
ADD and fUll marks on
the ENGiNE RUNNinG side
of the dipstick.
if you accidentally add
too much oil, shut off
the engine. Then take off
the engine oil fill plug
and use an AOAP vampire
pump, NSN 4930-01-1194030, to remove the
excess.
For more info on
checking engine oil, take
a look at Page 95 of TM
5-3805-380-10 (Aug 99).
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HYEX…

RTCH…

PM Goes UP
When Temps
Come DOWN

Temperature
Drop Brings
dri
ps

cool mornings mean
condensation can
builD uP in My fuel.
that makes for
rough running if
you don’t drain it!

Operators, routine
maintenance won’t hack
it in cold weather.

A

temperature drop means you’ll have to do more than just grab a jacket, operators.
Colder temps bring condensation that forms on the inside of your hydraulic
excavator’s fuel tank.
Water and fuel aren’t a good mix. Water’s bad enough, but it also lets crud grow
inside your fuel tank. If you don’t get it all out, the engine runs rough—or not at all.
To get that water and crud out, you
need to drain the fuel/water separator
1. Turn valve
2. Push
on your Model 230 and 330 HYEX
counterclockpump
before every day’s run. The separator
wise
is located behind the engine access
door on the left side of the excavator.
Open the separator by turning its
drain cock counterclockwise. Then
push down on the press pump to get
water out of the separator.
Some fuel is going to come out with
that water, so make sure you dispose
of it in an approved hazardous waste
container. Never dump it down a drain
or on the ground from the separator’s
3. Drain into an approved waste container
drain hose.
The fuel should run clear after a
few seconds. If it doesn’t, close the
valve and report it to your mechanic.
Draining the fuel/water separator
for the Model 240 HYEX is handled
differently. See WP 0086 in TM
5-3805-294-10 (Mar 11) for the
specifics.
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So here are two cold weather tips to
keep your rough terrain container handler
(RTCH) mission-ready this winter.

Hard to Start?
These vehicles have a
canister that automatically
injects ether into the engine
for cold weather starting. If
your RTCH is hard to start,
chances are the canister is
empty. Have your mechanic
replace it.

Canister empty?

Drain Out Water
Water in your RTCH’s fuel leaves the engine running rough—if it runs at all.
Water gets in the fuel when warm
days and cool nights cause condensation
to form in the vehicle’s fuel tank. Get rid
of that water by draining the fuel/water
Drain
separator every week like it says in TM 10fuel/water
3930-675-10.
separator
You’ll find the fuel/water separator
behind the left-side engine access door.
Turn the drain knob counterclockwise to
open it. Drain the water/fuel mixture into
a can and dispose of it in an approved
Open to drain
Close when
hazardous waste container. Never dump it
fuel runs clear
down a drain or let it run on the ground.
Once the fuel runs clear, you’re OK. But
if the fuel still contains water after you’ve
drained half a pint or so, turn the knob
clockwise to close the valve and report it to
your mechanic.
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Aircraft General…

aviation
le t it snow, le t it sn ow,

What’s The Status of JTDI and CAPS?
le t it sno Oow !

anybody
know what’s
up with
JTDI?

rumor has it
being replaced
with CAPs.

caPs?
what’s
that?

we oughta
check with
sergeant
blade. I bet
he knows
what’s up!

I heard it
was going
away!

looks like
you got your
christmas
wish!

winter
maintenance
always
incLudes snow
removal.

There’s been a lot
of chatter about
the status of the
Joint Technical Data
Integration (JTDI)
website and the new
kid on the block, the
Consolidated Aviation
Portal and Storage
(CAPS).

Aviation Maintenance
Action Message
(AMAM) GEN-14AMAM-03 announced
that PEO-AVN will
transition select
services from
the JTDI-hosted
website to the CAPS
server.

You can access CAPS for aviation information at:

https://caps.peoavn.army.mil

s
jtDi/cap

4
content, AH-6 and
ers
rocket launch TMs fill
d
authenticate s bag!
out Aviation’
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Make a note that
the JTDI program
of record is still
responsible for
aviation data
and information
delivery services.
and all aviation
logbooks get this
data automatically.

Safety of Flight (SOF)
messages, Aviation
Safety Action Messages
(ASAMs), Aviation
Maintenance Action
Messages (AMAMs) and
Airworthiness Releases
will continue to be
posted on JTDI.

Click here for a copy of this article to save or email.
11/4/14 10:37 AM

All ULLS-A(E)
servers will now use

https://jkcs.jtdi.mil

with Joint Knowledge
Caching Server (JKCS)
software.

information reported and downloaded between the tactical and
national servers will flow to the unit’s mid-tier servers and then up to
the JTDI top tier server for distribution to authorized customers.
Technical manuals and
messages that were
previously viewed or
manually downloaded
from JTDI are available
for download through
ULLS-A(E).
You can view the
message on the
CAPS website. After
entering the site with
your CAC, click on
the Chinook tab.

AH-64
Series…

Rocket Launcher
Needs Help

hey! while you’re
checking me out, don’t
forget to clean my
rocket launcher firing
contacts. I’m not
registering rockets.

don’t worry.
by the next
firing, you’ll
be registering
and spittin’
rockets like
fire!

For all the specific
details about
aviation information
moving from JTDI to
CAPS, check out the
complete message,
GEN-14-AMAM-03.
Then under Safety,
click on Aviation
Maintenance Action
Messages (AMAMs)
and locate the
message.

…and that’s
what’s going on
between JTDI
and CAPS.

Repairers, when you load rockets into your AH-64’s M261 rocket launcher, you

If you have questions about JTDI, contact Deborah Mclemore-Baugh,
DSN 747-5127, (256) 876-5127 or email: deborah.a.mclemore-baugh.civ@mail.mil
You can also contact Brian Mathy, DSN 788-8291, (256) 842-8291 or email:
brian.p.mathy.civ@mail.mil
If you have questions about CAPS, contact the PEO AVN POC, Charity Evans,
DSN 897-1320, (256) 313-1320 or email: charity.a.evans.civ@mail.mil
You can also contact James Thompson, DSN 645-0239, (256) 955-0239 or email:
james.e.thompson325.civ@mail.mil

know something isn’t right if the rockets don’t register.
The first suspect is the
launcher’s contacts. Before you
Rockets not registering? Clean firing
contacts with stainless steel brush
go on a major troubleshooting
expedition, first try using a
stainless steel brush to clean
the firing contacts in the
tubes where the rockets won’t
register. If the contacts are
dirty, the rockets don’t have
a good electrical connection.
That prevents the launcher from
knowing the rocket is loaded.
Sometimes when you clean the launcher tubes with CLP, too much gets applied
to the bore brush. If that happens, and the excess CLP isn’t removed or dried up, the
fired rocket motors burn the CLP and leave behind a coating on the contacts. When
you load the next rockets, they won’t register on the cockpit display panel.

PS 745
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Just caLl
these POCs if
you have any
questions!
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As always, make sure you use a clean bore brush when cleaning the rocket tubes.
Don’t use one coated with dirt and carbon. A dirty brush just spreads that stuff around
inside the tube. If your brush is dirty, clean it with soap and water and allow it to dry
completely before using it again. That way you don’t introduce moisture into the tubes.

Another maintenance tip is to leave the igniter arm up for flights when no
rockets are loaded. Doing this protects the contacts from the environment.

Use the DA-Authenticated TM

HmM… I wonder if
this verified draft
TM on thE JTDI website is OK to use?

Castles were
the storage
depots of the
Middle Ages.

Clean tubes with clean bore brush

All Aircraft…

Knight to Castle 4

the DA-Authenticated
TM 1-1500-204-23-11
is on the LOGSA ETM
website now.

Hold
up!

don’t
use the
verified
draft.

Since warfare
included
castle sieges
that lasted
months or
even years,
besieging
forces needed
long supply
trains.

The outcome of a siege
was often decided by
whose logistics system
failed first.

This is the mostly true
tale of how one such
logistics chess match
finally ended after seven
long years in cold, damp,
rainy Wales...

staff sgt

1468 AD.

M

echanics, if you need to do any composite material maintenance, we’ve got good news!
TM 1-1500-204-23-11, Advanced Composite Material General Maintenance and Practices,
Vol 11, is now fully authenticated and available on the LOGSA ETM website through LIW:
https://liw.logsa.army.mil/
If you’re still using the verified draft of the TM that can be found under the Composites
tab at the Joint Technical Data Integration (JTDI) or the Consolidated Aviation Portal
and Storage (CAPS) websites, stop! Now that the TM is DA-authenticated, only the
authenticated version is OK to use.
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Likewise,
those hardy
folks holding
down the forts,
so to speak,
needed to
maintain stocks
by keeping their
own supply
lines open.

Camped outside the
impregnable Castle
Harlech in Wales, the
commander of the
Yorkist forces, Lord
William Herbert, is
chilling with Walter
Devereux, the 7 th
Baron of Ferrers.

r!
brrr

sOmething
on yoUr Mind,
BilL?

And by ‘chilling,’ we
mean that literally.
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Aye, Wally. Why do they call it the
War of the Roses, when it’s too bloody
cold here for roses to bloom?

That’s my
point. We’ve
been at
this siege
so long,
I can’t
even tell
a Welsh
summer
from
winter
anymore.

Milords…
what ho!
who’s this
then?

Milord, I promise this is it. We
finally cut off their pesky seaside
supply chain. By our calculations,
they haven’t got enough grub to
last another week.

But it’s
August.

We’ve got
that covered,
too. We snuck
someone
into the keep
disguised as
the Orkynnin
man.

All I know is
the sky weeps
more here than a
troubadour who’s
lost his muse.

Milords… we’ve really
got… the Lancastrians
…on the skids… now!

Can it
be true,
Wally?
Has the tide
turned in
our favor?

{sigh} You
said that three
years ago.

PS 745
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No grub, you say? Ah,
but these 7-year-itchy
holdouts are clever.
What if they resort to
grubs, plural?

There won’t be a grub or
louse left wriggling by
nightfall. No midnight snacks
for those Lancastrian dOgs!

Shall I see my
dear wife Anne at
last? Will I be able
to bathe and shave
at leisure? And can
I finally exchange
these infernally
wet dungarees for
dry ones?
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MEANWHiLE, inside

These bins are
empty, Sergeant
Amerawdwr!

Always
with the
Anjou pears,
Amerawdwr.

the storeRoom Of
beseiged Castle
Harlech, the castle
cook grouses to
the supply clerk…

By the
Bishop’s holy
toenail, it’s
true!
Did you tell
’er ’ighness that
we’re outta
Anjous?

But I can
do a nice
blood
pudding.

Actually,
Cookie, we’re
outta blood, too.
Nobody has any
leeches left.

The supply
shelves are
bare.

How could
you forget the
classic supply
motto?

Bare! ?

if it’s
authorized, it
should be in stock
or on order!

Ummm, I
thought that
was just a
motivational
slogan, Sir.

OhHh…
This
doesn’t
bode
good.

Constable
Einion! What
brings you to
the supply
room?

I had to
see this for
myself.

PS 745
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But Sir, remember
what you always
tell us, ‘Chin up...
for tomorrow is
another siege day!’

That was the
motivational
slogan!

The gatehouse at
Castle Harlech…

What’s the
holdup with the
portcullis?
it should be
down by now!
The quickrelease catch
is broken, Sir.

Nay, I meant
that these empty
shelves don’t bode
good for your
career, Amerawdwr.
You can kiss that
promotion goodbye.

Sir, the Yorkist
louts are boilin’
over the hills
like roaches!

But we
don’t have
the parts to
repair it, Sir.

Sir!

They’re coming from
both north and south!
Nigh 9,000 men strong.
Eh? Roaches, you
say? Baked, boiled
or fried, they’ll
do in a pinch.

Do I look like I just
got off the cart from
Llanfairpwllgwyngyll?
No excuses, soldier!

Then slash the
ropes! Do I have
to come up with
every Plan B,
too?

Our hungry
bellies must bide,
Cookie. Right
now, we need you
to boil up some
kettles of pitch!

Actually Sir, Cookie
boiled the rope up for
soup some weeks back.
And Sergeant Amerawdwr
told us he couldn’t
order any more rope.
The enemy
is on our
doorstep!

Said he just
couldn’t get
the hang of the
newfangled
supply system.

Do we
have any
pitch?
I used
it for
porridge
last
week.

PS 745
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That’s because Private
Amerawdwr shirked his
Harlech Castle Supply
System (HCSS-Army)
training!

misSileS

Aye, you
heard that
right. I said

Private!

oh, the
weather
outside is
frightful…

d’oh!

M

ighty Castle Harlech surrendered to Yorkist forces on that fateful
day in August 1468, after a good 7-year run.

The moral here is that
while logistics may not
seem exciting…

…especially compared
to a battering ram or
trebuchet…

…the fact is it’s
turned the tide of
history many a time!

vers HIMARS

this, seMct11io0nsncoiper rifle gas

tips
NGVs, M230
rings, M151 249 extractor
M
turn-ins, bad ght protection,
si
kits, mortar ards, torque
ammo plac masks, and
RN
wrenches, CB shipping.
M41 PATS

…but
PM is so
delightful!

smalL
armS
PS 745
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hot tips for HIMARS
himars
These are
definitely
some
hot tips
for your
HIMARS!

High five
on that,
HalfMast!

Make sure the cab lock is
unlocked before you lift the
Check
cab. If the lock hasn’t released, the
that cab
cab and the locking mechanism can be
lock pin
damaged. Just check to make sure
is sticking
the cab lock pin is sticking out. That
out
indicates the cab is unlocked and OK
before
to lift. It’s a good idea to paint the
lifting
pin a bright color so it’s easy to see.
cab
For more info, see the raising/lowering
work package in the -14&P.
Load and unload pods straight up and down. If you do the job at an
angle, you will soon be replacing the lifting cables.

Load and
unload
pods
straight
up and
down

Dear Editor,
While repairing and maintaining the M142 HIMARS at Ft Sill, we’ve come up
with a few tips for keeping it firing and rolling:
Check the spanner nuts
on the cab’s front support
Check spindle nuts on cab hinge
assembly at least quarterly.
rod quarterly for looseness
They are Items 7 and 8 in Fig
1240 in TM 9-2300-31014&P. When replacing cabs,
we’ve found the nuts so loose
that they could be turned by
hand. That means the cab could
slide around on the front support
assembly. If you find loose nuts,
apply sealing compound, NSN
8030-00-148-9833, before
torquing them to 138-163 lb-ft.
Hands off the ethernet
bus terminator plug. The
plug is part of the fire control
system and lets the components
Leave
communicate with each other.
ethernet bus
Leave the plug alone because it’s
terminator
very easy to damage its pins.
plug alone
Then you’ll get faults when you
try to operate.
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Stay out of the wash
rack. The starter isn’t
waterproof. Going through
the wash rack can force
water inside the starter.
Rust sets in and soon
the starter won’t work.
It’s a good idea to start
HIMARS at least weekly.
That helps the starter
keep starting.
Pay attention to the
batteries. They need to
be checked at least weekly
for corrosion, even if the
HIMARS has just been
sitting. A quick once-over
with a wire brush is usually
enough.
Batteries
are
part of the weekly PMCS
for both the launcher and
vehicle.
CW2 John Kuehny
SPC Brenton Bush
MATES
Ft Sill, OK

I don’t
care how
dirty I
am! I am
not going
through
this wash
rack!

Check batteries
at least weekly
for corrosion
even if HIMARS
has been just
sitting

Editor’s note: High five for your
HIMARS tips. Thanks for the help.
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M110 SASS…

Bolt Parts replaceable
sorry, buddy,
your gas rings
are bad.

Extractor,
NSN 1005-01-503-0000
Ejector,
NSN 1005-01-503-0001
Extractor buffer,
NSN 1005-01-504-8376

guess we
have to turn
you in!

Spring, extractor,
NSN 5360-01-502-9983

Spring, ejector,
NSN 5360-01-502-9993
hold on,
there!
you Can
replace my
gas RingS,
plus otHer
parts of mY
bolt!

Pin, spring, coiled,
NSN 5315-01-502-9994

These parts
are being added
to the M110’s
TM 9-1005-342-23&P.
But you can’t order
the entire bolt
itself–only its
parts.

Pin, spring, coiled,
NSN 5315-01-502-9994
Ring, gas,
NSN 1005-01-504-8377

if you have any questions about the

Or contact Mike Price at

M110, contact TACOM’s Eugene Meade at
DSN 786-1253, (586) 282-1253, or email:

DSN 786- 1252, (586) 282-

eugene.v.meade2.civ@mail.mil

michael.b.price.civ@mail.mil

1252, or email:

M151 Spotting Scope System…
Some units have been coding out their

M110 semi-automatic sniper systems (SASS)
because of bad gas rings.
There’s
no need to
do that.

PS 745

There are two ways to attach a night vision
goggle to the M151 spotting scope system…

All parts of the
bolt can be replaced
using these NSNs…

Item

NSN

PN

Qty

Gas ring
Spring-coiled pin
Ejector spring
Ejector
Extractor
Extractor buffer
Extractor spring

1005-01-504-8377
5315-01-502-9994
5360-01-502-9993
1005-01-503-0001
1005-01-503-0000
1005-01-504-8376
5360-01-502-9983

21002
99080
99076
97170
99075
99164
91492

1
2
1
1
1
1
1

38
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Night vision adapter,
NSN 5855-01-602-3270

Monoloc,
NSN 5855-01-505-3248
If you have a choice, choose the night vision adapter.
It weighs 10 times less than the monoloc and provides no
loss of vision in field of view.
The instructions for installing either adapter are in
WP 0016-1 of the M151’s TM 9-6650-238-13&P (Feb 13).
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Turn in
M203s
As Is

since you’re
getting M320s, it’s
time for me to hit
the road. You gonna
fix me up first?

no, we can
turn you in
as is.

Mortars…

Sight on Sight

Protection

OWWW!

Ouch! I just
felt something in
my sight break.

W

hen your unit receives the new M320/A1 grenade launchers, it’s time to turn in
your old M203 grenade launchers. But don’t waste time bringing your M203s up to
10/20 standards. That’s not necessary.
Turn in your M203s as is and coded F. Make sure they are packed well so they
won’t be damaged during shipment. Include all documentation and serial numbers so
that Anniston Army Depot can easily process them.
Send them to:

I wish you’d
setTled my
baseplate before
mounting my
sight. Now I’m

sightless !

Put on the package:
“POC: Justin Houston,
justin.houston@dla.mil
(256) 741-5343”

(DODAAC) SV3120
DLA Disposition Anniston
7 Frankford Ave
Bldg 360 ATTN: Justin Houston
Anniston, AL 36201

If you have questions about M203 turn-in, contact TACOM’s Veronica Cook at
DSN 786-1268, (586) 282-1268, or email: veronica.l.cook4.civ@mail.mil
If you have technical questions about the M203, contact TACOM’s Matt Williams
at DSN 786-1331, (586) 282-1331, or email: matthew.w.williams21.civ@mail.mil

Extract Bad M249 Extractor Kits
S

ome of the springs in the M249 machine gun’s extractor kit, NSN 1005-01-383-0168,
have been reported as out of tolerance. The bad springs make it difficult to fit the
helical compression spring over the extractor’s straight headless pin. That can lead to
extraction failures.
Pin

Spring

Check for extractor kits from CAGE 06MA8 dated prior to 2014. If you find any,
replace them by contacting TACOM’s Anna Kersey at DSN 786-1337, (586) 282-1337, or
email: anna.l.kersey.civ@mail.mil
For any other M249 problems, contact TACOM’s Andre Pilgrim at DSN 786-1335, (586)
282-1335, or email: andre.v.pilgrim.civ@mail.mil
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f you leave your mortar’s sight mounted at all times, your mortar will soon be
sightless. Sights are often broken because Soldiers forget to remove the sight before
settling the baseplate.
It doesn’t take much of a knock
to knock out the sight. And that’s
Keep sight
in case when
an expensive fix, not to mention
you’re not
the danger of tritium contamination
firing
from a broken sight.
Once the baseplate is settled, the
sight can stay mounted during firing.
When the sight is not being used,
secure it in its carrying case for
protection.
Remember, the M67 or M64A1 sights contain tritium. If they’re ever broken,
immediately notify your safety officer. The entire mortar system may need to be tested
for contamination.
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Tools…

need ammO
placards for
your trucks?

sorry, guys. you’ve
done a great job, but I’m
replacing you in this unit!

Common #1
and #2 Are

Just
read
on!

History
For Some Units

Ammo Placard NSN?
Dear Half-Mast,
Is there an NSN for the ammo placards required for vehicles carrying ammo
and explosives? We’ve searched and searched with no luck.

Dear Half-Mast,
Are we supposed
to turn in the
Common #1 and
#2 tools sets to
get the standard
automotive tool
set (SATS)?
					
CW3 A.D.

That depends, Chief.
The Common #1, NSN 4910-00754-0654, and the Common
#1 supplement (also known
as the Common #2), NSN
4910-00-754-0653, are still
authorized for some units.
You’ll need to contact
HQDA-G8 or CASCOM
to verify which tool
set you’re authorized
before turning them in.

							

								

SFC W.C.

Dear Sergeant,
NSN 9905-01-371-5231 brings an ammo placard for a bit less than $19. It is a
flip-type aluminum plate for the various classes of explosives.
Here’s a quick review of the classes:
1.1 explosives: Consists of explosives that have a mass explosion hazard. A mass
explosion affects almost the entire load instantaneously.
1.2 explosives: Consists of explosives that have a projection hazard, but not a
mass explosion hazard.
1.3 explosives: Consists of explosives that have a fire hazard and a minor blast
hazard and/or a minor projection hazard, but not a mass explosion hazard.
1.4 explosives: Consists of explosives that have a minor explosion hazard.
The explosive effects are largely confined to the package and no projection of
fragments of significant size or range is expected. An external fire will not cause an
instantaneous explosion of almost the entire package.
1.5 blasting agents: Consists of explosives that have very little chance of
detonating under normal conditions.
1.6 explosives: Consists of explosives even less likely to explode
than those in the 1.5 class. They have no mass explosion hazard.
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Zero Torque Wrench…
Especially if It Clicks

don’t
forget to
return my
seTtings
to ZErO!

Dear Editor,
When you’re through using your torque wrench to tighten
bolts, it’s always a good idea to return its setting back to
zero. That helps the wrench maintain its accuracy.
But that’s especially true if you have the kind of torque
wrench that clicks. The “clicking” torque wrench has an
internal spring. If this wrench isn’t returned to zero after use,
the spring wears out. Soon it’s giving you bad readings.
So zero all torque wrenches, but especially those that click.
For more on tool use and care, see TM 9-243, Use and
Care of Hand Tools and Measuring Tools.
Joe McLoughlin, TARDEC
James Palmer,
TACOM ARFORGEN
Field Integrator
JBLM, WA
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Editor’s note:
This suggestion measures
well! Thanks, Jim and Joe.
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M40/M42 Masks…

my
mask
doesn’t
fit!

Mask
Won’t Fit?
Try These
Solutions

mine
doesn’t
either!

here, Try this
skuLl cap.
this is driving
me crazy!

The M40/M42 masks are designed to fit nearly all Soldiers. Fit problems are usually

caused by facial size and shape. But what should CBRN specialists do when they have
one of these hard-to-fit Soldiers?
First do PMCS and make sure the mask
is fitted like it says in TM 3-4240-34623&P.
If that doesn’t work, try these tips:

• If a small mask is too big to create a
good seal, readjust and tighten the
head harness, then test with PATS again.
Sometimes that’s enough to do the trick.
If it still flunks, make sure the head
harness snaps back when stretched.
Replace it if necessary.

If the mask doesn’t fit, refer to TB 3-4240-341-23, which offers fitting solutions.
It’s on the LOGSA ETM site: https://www.logsa.army.mil/etms or can be provided
by the Individual Protection Team Mailbox. Their information is located at the end of
the article.
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• Still no fit? Try the M45 land
warrior mask. It has an extra
small size, NSN 4240-01447-6989, that might do the
trick. And the large M45,
NSN 4240-01-447-6988, is
slightly larger than the M40/
M42 large. In addition, the
M45 has interchangeable
nosecups in sizes XS, S, M,
L, and XL that can provide
an even better fit. See TM
3-4240-348-20&P.

If a Soldier must wear an M45 because the M40/M42 doesn’t fit, he’s authorized to
keep the M45 for the rest of his active service. This is authorized by TB 3-4240-341-23.
If all these tips fail, it’s time to contact the Individual Protection Team:
usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx.ilsc-masks@mail.mil
That’ll get the experts on the case.
Don’t forget the Joint Acquisition CBRN Knowledge System (JACKS) website:
https://jacks.jpeocbd.army.mil
The site provides lots of CBRN information.
M41 PATS…

• Always use the M41 protection assessment
test system (PATS) to test the mask fit.

PS 745

• If the M40/M42 mask still doesn’t pass, replace
the head harness with a skull cap head harness,
NSN 4240-01-390-3057, and re-check the fit.

I’m ready for my
trip! I got my TM
and my CDs, but I
don’t need alcoHol
or my battery!

Shipping Dos and Don’ts
CBRN

specialists need to mark their calendars to ensure their M41 PATS are
calibrated by TMDE every 18 months. If you don’t know when your PATS is due for
calibration, just check its TMDE sticker.
When you turn in PATS for calibration, turn in everything—carrying case, TM,
CDs and DVDS—EXCEPT the alcohol used with PATS and its battery. The alcohol
is highly flammable and the battery can leak. If possible, turn in PATS in its original
shipping box.
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Any time PATS is going to be
turned in or go into long-term
storage, remove its alcohol cartridge
and return it to the alcohol fill
capsule. Then replace the storage cap
on PATS and let it run for 5 minutes.
That lets dry air run through PATS,
evaporating any alcohol residue.
This helps the switching valve and
nozzle last longer.

soldier supPort
Remove alcohol cartridge
for shutdown or turn-in

it’s also a good idea to keep PATS
and its twin tubes away from lint and
dirt as much as possible.

all I
want for
christmas
is an
undamaged
MTRCS!

This keeps the PATs’ insides
cleaner, which means less
maintenance.

Hey!

sweep up
over here,
willya?
I don’t want
that dirt
fouling me up!

, you’ll
In this sectiont da
mage

find out abou
ature
to the multi-temper
er
refrigerated contain ion
vis
ht
nig
),
CS
system (MTR
ring
device PM, and orde ).
CS
(A
irt
sh
at
Army comb

when your

PATS does need
calibration,
turn it into your
local TMDE.
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MTRCS…

ouch!

CHECK
HOOK
ARM PIN

you left
your hoOk
arm pin in
the Wrong
Position!

The multitemperature
refrigerated
container
system (MTRCS)
delivers
pallets of
food to
Soldiers in the
field. That’s
very important
work,
especially
if you’re one
of those
Soldiers.

BEFORE

HOOKUP!
Unfortunately, MTRCSs are ending
up in the shop because Soldiers
are not checking the position of
the hook arm pin on the M1074/A1
PLS or M1120/A2/A4 HEMTT LHS
before hookup.

If pin is facing
backwards…

…when hook arm
lifts MTRCS…

…the condenser
is damaged

if the hook arm pin faces away
from the arm, it punctures the
condenser as the hook arm lifts
the MTRCS for transport.
and then, There goes the MTRCS
refrigeration! it costs $12K to
replace the condenser, which is
difficult to get. One installation
lost four out of 10 MTRCS
condensers to this snafu.

The damage
is easily
avoidable.
Before
attaching the
hook arm to
the MTRCS
bale bar,
make sure
the hook arm
pin is pointing
up so that
it’s flush
and aligned
with the hook
arm.
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Pin should
be flush
with hook
arm
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At the end of a mission,
the MTRCS must be sanitized
Wash out
before it’s turned in. The
with higheasiest way to clean out gunk
pressure
is to take the MTRCS to the
hose
wash rack. Tilt it so water
drains out and use a highpressure hose to wash it out.
Then scrub it out with bleach
and water. When you’re
finished scrubbing, rinse out
the MTRCS with water.
See WP 0025 in TM 10-8145-222-13 (Sep 10, w/Ch1, Jul 12) for more info.

11/4/14 10:35 AM

Check for battery cap lanyard during PMCS

AN/PVS-7B,-7D, AN/PVS-14 Night Vision Devices…

Bright Tips to See in the Dark
all thanks
to those
bright tips
in ps!

wow, I can
see great!

Battery cap lanyard missing?

It doesn’t take much to
break the lanyard. Once
the lanyard disappears, the
battery cap will soon follow.
And then your NVG is out of
business. Order a new lanyard
with NSN 6160-01-448-6355.
It costs only 33 cents, so keep
extras on hand.

Check for the objective lens cap, too

Objective
lens cap

These bright tips
can help you and
your AN/PVS-7B/D
or AN/PVS-14 night
vision device (NVD)
see better in the
dark…

Turn off NVD when not in use and
remove batteries for storage
Just remembering to do that will prevent the most common
NVD damage. If you leave your NVD on all the time, eventually
the image intensifier burns out. That costs $2K to replace. If
you’re not using your NVD, turn it off. And before you store
it, remove the batteries. That way the batteries can’t leak and
destroy the NVG’s electronics.
hey! you’re not using me, so
turn me Off! you wanna burn
out my image intensifier?

Order extra objective lens caps

Replace missing data label
Some units just etch the information into the NVG. Bad idea! That can damage the NVG. If
you need a new data label, contact CECOM’s Jenny Irizarry at DSN 648-1406, (443) 395-1406,
or email: jenny.a.irizarry.civ@mail.mil
Provide her the sight’s NSN, how many labels are needed, whether the label is for the
sight itself or the sight case, and a valid shipping address. Normally, you’ll receive the labels
within a few days.
now hold
still! I
gotta etch
some info
on you.
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Without the cap, the lens
gets scratched, the objective
lens housing is damaged and
the image intensifier tube
burns out. New caps cost only
17 cents each, so order extras
with NSN 5340-01-397-6608.
The cap has a tab for attaching
a lanyard to keep it from
disappearing.

don’t worry.
it won’t hurt
a bit.

wait! you can
get me a new data
label instead!
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Clothing…

LogistiCs

we may
look alike
on the
surface,
but in
supply
circles…
…we’re
really
worlds
apart!

Get me to the mess
hall! everybody
knows some turkey
helps to make the
season bright!

Two
Shirt
Tales
Dear Half-Mast,
Is the Army Combat Shirt (ACS) still a rapid fielding initiative (RFI) item?
Or can it be ordered through regular supply channels now?
			
SFC R.G.
Affirmative
to both
questions,
sergeant!

That’s because
the ACS comes
in two patterns
through two
different
sources.

The Universal Camouflage Pattern (UCP)
version of the ACS can be ordered
through regular supply channels.
Most sizes are available, except for
small, medium and 3XL. Since the UCP is
being phased out, the Defense Logistics
Agency (DLA) no longer procures
those sizes.
But stock will
be issued on
the remaining
sizes until
they run out.
Here are the
NSNs for the
available shirt
sizes:

Size

NSN 8145-

XS
L
XL
XXL

01-548-7187
01-548-7209
01-548-7232
01-548-7215

Gather ‘round th
table to learn ab e
ou
shelf life and fil t
ing
supply discrepa
ncy
reports.

The Operation Enduring Freedom
Camouflage Pattern (OCP) version of
the ACS is still issued through RFI,
but only to deploying Soldiers.
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Supply Management…

Spotlight on Shelf-Life Help
hunting
high and low
for shelflife help?

Enter the Shelf-Life Wormhole

Your one-stop portal for shelf-life management is DOD’s Shelf-Life Program website.
It has tons of shelf-life info, including Shelf-Life Extension System (SLES) labels, policy
publications, POCs, training and more.
If you have a Common Access Card (CAC) and a .mil domain
DOD’s Shelfcomputer, you can enter the DOD website directly at:
Life Program
website
https://headquarters.dla.mil/j-3/shelflife/
https://headquarters.dla.mil/j-3/shelflife/
covers topics
from A-Z

that’s a

big subject,
but here
are some
great places
tO get
started…

Even without a CAC, you can go to https://www.shelflife.hq.dla.mil and request an
SLES account.
I sure
could use
some shelflife help! I
don’t know
where
to start
looking.

It’s All About the Code

To find out if an NSN item has a shelf life, check its shelf-life code in WebFLIS,
FED LOG, SARSS or GCSS-Army. These databases should all show the same code.

oh, yeah!
that’s what
I’m talkin’
about!

hey,
now!

In FED LOG, look under
“Management” tab to
find shelf-life code (SLC)

PS 745
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If your item’s shelf-life code is alpha (A–Z, except X), then it’s Type I nonextendible. If the code is numeric (1-9), then the item’s eligible to be extended
after the original shelf-life with a proper inspection, which may also include
laboratory testing.
to learn
about item
type I and II
differences,
see pages 50-51
in ps 710…

for tips on
extending shelf
life for type II
items, check out
pages 54-56 in
ps 714…

https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/
archives/PS2012/710/710-50-51.pdf

https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/
archives/PS2012/714/714-54-56.pdf

If the shelf-life code is zero (0), it’s a non-shelf-life item. For local purchase
items, the shelf-life date is  printed on the package or container.

Make a List, Check it Twice

If you’re not sure whether you have identified all your shelf-life items, contact
the Logistics Support Activity (LOGSA) Packaging, Storage, and Containerization
Center (PSCC).
PSCC can give you a customized listing of items on your Authorized Stockage
List. This list shows NSNs, nomenclatures and corresponding shelf-life codes (Type
I or Type II).
To get a customized shelf-life list, email PSCC. Put “Shelf-Life SSA Listing” in
the subject line. In the main email, give your SSA DODAAC and Routing Identifier
Code (SARRS-1), along with your full POC information. Send it to:
toby.pt@us.army.mil
You can also call PSCC at DSN 795-7685 or (570) 615-7685.

Type I items are “use or lose” at the expiration date. To get extensions for Type
II items, go to the DOD Shelf-Life Program website listed in the first paragraph of
this article, select the SLES tab, then click SLES Search.
Choose the Materiel Quality Control Storage Standards (MQCSS) database
radio button and enter your NSN. Click on the blue NSN hyperlink. The inspectiontype code will show a “V” for visual inspection, “L” for laboratory testing, or “R”
for restoration.
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Visual inspections can be done by designated staff in your chain of command
who have had basic shelf-life training.
When shelf items need lab testing, it’s best to get it done at a DOD-certified
lab. Sending materiel to an unqualified local lab for shelf-life extension testing is
risky because unserviceable materiel may be introduced into the supply system.
You’ll find a list of DOD-approved labs on the DOD Shelf-Life website at:
https://headquarters.dla.mil/j-3/shelflife/SLES/TestLabs.aspx

Before arranging for a lab test, check the Quality Status List (QSL) first to
see if your NSN/lot/batch has already been tested. If not, and you have a lot
of inventory on hand, contact your DOD lab of choice for instructions on how
to send them a sample for testing. If restoration is required, follow the procedures listed in the “Remarks” section on the MQCSS NSN data record, or look there
for contact info for assistance.

Training Key to Shelf-Life Success

One way to brush up or stay current is to get the latest DOD shelf-life training.
Check out the training tab of the DOD shelf-life homepage at:
https://headquarters.dla.mil/j-3/shelflife/Training.aspx

You can also take a Defense Acquisition University computer-based (7-hour)
training course. Go to:
http://icatalog.dau.mil/onlinecatalog/courses.aspx?crs_id=1884

Enter the SLES Time Warp
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In MQCSS database, “SLES”
tab gives inspection type codes
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Select the “Apply for this Course” button at the top right. This will take you
to the Army Training Requirements and Resources System (ATRRS). Follow the
instructions there.
If you need hands-on training, LOGSA PSCC offers an onsite one-day
workshop, “Basic Principles of Shelf-Life Operations.” This class can bring your
activity up-to-speed on proper DOD and Army shelf-life management procedures
and techniques. To request onsite training, contact LOGSA PSCC at DSN 7957685/7144, (570) 615-7685/7144, or email: toby.pt@us.army.mil
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How to

Shipping discrepancies include:

File Supply Discrepancy Reports
CLOE, can you advise
me here? I ordered a
replacement roof pad
for our unit’s backhoe
loader.

oh, for
crying out
loud!

The packing slip
reads right, but this
item that was sent to
us is clearly a mistake.

• the

wrong condition of an item, including
expired shelf-life.
• shortage/overage/total non-receipt, if
not transportation-related discrepancy.
• the wrong unique item identification.
• improper documentation.
• misdirected shipments.

Packaging
discrepancies
include
improper:

• packing.
• preservation.
• marking.
• unitization.

The Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) manages SDRs for DOD.
Get access to DOD WEBSDR by completing an online System
Access Request (SAr) at the DLA Transaction Services website:

https://www.transactionservices.dla.mil

hmmm…

Once on
the website,
click Request
Login ID and
Password,
and click
Accept twice
for rules.

Looks like a
classic case of
supply discrepancy.
Sergeant Diaz.

Scroll
down and
click on
WEBSDR.

Thanks!

Complete and submit your SAR, and be
sure to keep your confirmation number.

That means
you should file
an SDR. c’mon,
I’ll walk you
through it.

To register your EMAIL CERT in order to read
encrypted SDR data or notices, visit:

https://www.transactionservices.dla.mil/common/smime/menu.asp

Did you order a specific
part but got something
entirely different when it
was delivered?

With millions
of NSNs and
PNs, mistakes
happen.

if asked to select
your certificate prior to
connection, remember to
select your email certificate
from the pop-up window in
order to connect to DLA
Transaction Services.

Numbers get
transposed or
dropped here
or there.

sure, But I’ve
double-checked the
digits and found
I did order the item
correctly.
so, what now?
you should file
what’s known as a
Supply Discrepancy
Report (SDR).

SDRs are used to report shipping or packaging discrepancies
that are the responsibility of the shipper, whether the shipper
is a government source, contractor, manufacturer or vendor.

Also remember to
close your web browser
prior to going to the
registration link, and
close all browsers
after successful
registration.

Once you’re registered and receive your user ID and password,
log in at: https://www2.transactionservices.dla.mil/websdr/home.asp
Choose ‘‘ WebSDR’’ and follow the menu items for options needed.

While in the SDR application,
you can click Help at the top of
the screen, then click WebSDR
Training Slides for help files
and/or screen shots for the
various menus in SDR.
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if requisition history
is available, WebSDR
automatically fills in much of
the shipping and requisition
information for you. You can
then finish filling in all the
requested information.

You can attach
additional
support
documentation
or photos to
support your
claim.

DLA will route your SDR to the correct
source of supply for resolution. include
your full contact info so they can follow up.
Keep the item in question until you
receive official disposition instructions.

For detailed SDR guidance and rules, see Chapter 1 7 (Supply Discrepancy
Reporting), Volume 2 (Supply Standards and Procedures) of the Defense
Logistics Manual (DLM) 4000.25, Defense Logistics Management Standards
( DLMS) Manual (Dec 13). You’ll find the complete DLMS series at:

http://www2.dla.mil/j-6/dlmso/elibrary/manuals/dlm/dlm_pubs.asp

Call or email the
DLA Transaction
Services Help Desk
for routing or
system application
issues at DSN 9863247, (93 7) 6563247, or email:

I can log back into
WebSDR to check
status using the
query function. if
there’s no reply, then
I should submit a
follow-up SDR?

websdrhelp@dla.mil
right!

Functional
questions should
be directed to your
service or agency
POC. or contact
the DLA Customer
Interaction Center
at DSN 661- 77 66,
toll-free 1-(877 )352-2255, or email:

DLAContactCenter@
dla.mil

M939/A1/A2-Series Starters
Get the starter assembly for your M939- and M939A1-series trucks with NSN 2920-01-069-6997.
It replaces NSN 2920-00-304-3493, which is listed as Item 2 in Fig 127 of TM 9-2320-272-24P-1
(Feb 99). The starter for the M939A2-series truck comes with NSN 2920-01-515-8434. It replaces
NSN 2920-01-031-9027, which is listed as Item 1 in Fig 128 of the TM.

A1P2 LTAS FMTV
Cab Door Damper
Get a new cab door damper for your A1P2
LTAS FMTVs with NSN 2510-01-627-6602.
This is a universal damper that replaces
NSNs 2510-01-575-4448 (A cab) and 251001-589—0359 (B cab armored kit). Those
NSNs are currently shown as Item 24 in
Fig 41 and Fig 1041 of TM 9-2320-333-14&P
(IETM EM 0294, Jun 12).

battery box
coating compound
If the interior coating on your vehicle’s battery
box is wearing out, you’ll need to recoat it.
Use a wire brush to scrape off rust and old
paint. Then, after cleaning, protect the box
by brushing on a coat of bituminous coating
compound, NSN 8030-00-290-5141. That NSN
brings one gallon of the compound.

621B Scraper Starter NSN
Get a new starter for your 621B scraper with NSN 2920-01-443-7513. It replaces NSN 2920-01123-8306, which is shown as Item 1 in Fig 50 of TM 5-3805-248-23P (Feb 06), and is a terminal
item. You may notice the new starter is a bit smaller, but it serves the same fit, form and
function as the old one.

GCSS-Army Reminder
Remember to check the GCSS-Army website for alerts, updated fielding and training schedules
and other important info. Visit: https://gcss.army.mil/
Or sign up to get automatic notifications at: https://gcss.army.mil/Support/register.aspx

DISTRIBUTION: To be distributed in accordance with the initial distribution number (IDN) 345239, requirements for the TB 43-PS-Series.
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Santa isn’t the only
one who travels
the world with
a heavy load!

PM will make the load a little lighter!
Click here for a copy of this article to save or email.

